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Mobile Field Investigation for Law Enforcement
FIWorks™, Mobizent's mobile field investigation application, provides law enforcement departments the
ability to collect data electronically in the field for investigative purposes.
FiWorks™, is a comprehensive Law enforcement tool to easily
collect Field investigation data on any mobile device. FIWorks™
not only allows rapid entry of data, but the FI can be quiclly
connected to our TicketWorks™ and IDMobile™ products..
Designed to run on any windows based Mobile Device,
FIWorks™ provides highly sophisticated entry screens that
intelligently work together to allow officers to capture date in
the least amount of time. FIWorks™ is an electronic version of
interview cards that serves as a source of information, means of
identifying and obtaining suspect information.

FIWorks™ also allows officers to record their daily observations
and daily activity. FIWorks can also be used a tool to monitor
and suspected racial profiling. Basically,
FIWorks™ improves data collection ,
eliminates errors and eliminates the need
to re-enter data into your RMS systems.
FIWorks™ is a cost-effective solution that
reduces the amount of time spent by
officers, like our TicketWorks™ solution to
scan/swipe Drivers Licences and scan
registrations to capture all vehicle
information.
FIWorks™ also has a comprehensive
backoffice that seamlessly integrates
into any agencies RMS system.
FIWorks ™back-office solution provides exhaustive
"Investigative Search" feature provides data analysis and data
visualization capabilities to allow officers the ability to search
data for any crime investigation. FIWorks™ can also print any FI
if required. In addition, FIWorks™ also provides latest
technological features like capturing GPS co-ordinates for
Location address, photo capture and Voice Recording,

Features of FIWorks:
Electronic scan/swipe of license and registration
Pre-defined lists and options
Investigative Search
Advanced security features (biometric, signature validation)
Wireless or Direct Synchronization
Officers in the field can use FIWorks™ anytime they feel
circumstances constitute reasonable suspicion. FIWorks™
allows officers to collect subjects demographic information
and vehicle information, it also helps officers in collecting gang
related information. FIWorks™ also provides a built-in
investigative questionare that any traffic officer or patrol officer
can use for collecting additional information about the subject
that otherwise would not have been collected in the field.

Customizable to Department requirements
Benefits:
Simplifies and streamlines ticket writing
Reduces paperwork
Reduces Carbon Footprint
Ensures data integrity
Enhances data analysis and visualization
Increases officer productivity
Integrates with Department RMS
Increase collection of online critical data
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